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Abstract 
The x-calculus is a process algebra which originates from CCS and permits a natural modelling 
of mobility (i.e., dynamic reconfigurations of the process linkage) using communication of names. 
Previous research has shown that the x-calculus has a much greater expressiveness than CCS, 
but it also has a much more complex mathematical theory. The primary goal of this work is 
to understand the reasons for this gap. Another goal is to compare the expressiveness of nume- 
passing calculi, i.e., calculi like n-calculus where mobility is achieved via exchange of names, 
and that of agent-passing calculi, i.e., calculi where mobility is achieved via exchange of agents. 
We divide the mobility mechanisms of the n-calculus into internal and external mobility 
mechanisms. The study of the subcalculus which only uses internal mobility, called ~1, suggests 
that internal mobility is responsible for much of the expressiveness of the n-calculus, whereas 
external mobility is responsible for many of the semantic complications. A pleasant property of 
nI is the full symmetry between input and output constructs. 
Internal mobility is strongly related to agent-passing mobility. By imposing bounds on the 
order of the types of AI and of the Higher-Order x-calculus (Sangiorgi, 1992) we define a 
hierarchy of name-passing calculi based on internal mobility and one of agent-passing calculi. 
We show that there is an exact correspondence, in terms of expressiveness, between the two 
hierarchies. 
1. Motivations 
The 7c-calculus is a development of CCS where names (synonymous for “channels”) 
can be passed around. This permits the description of mobile systems, i.e., systems 
whose communication topology can change dynamically. 
Name communication gives n-calculus a much greater expressiveness than CCS. 
Although there is no theorem to formally support this statement, the evidence is 
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compelling. For instance, in the rc-calculus we can encode: 
- Data values [ 13, 171; 
- agent-passing process calculi [2,19,22]; 
- the A-caZculus [14]; 
- certain concurrent object-oriented languages [ 11,251; 
_ the locality and causality relations among the activities of a system, typical of true- 
concurrent behavioural equivalences [6,2 11. 
The encodings are simple and intuitive and, notably, their correctness is supported by 
full abstraction results. In CCS, the modelling of such objects is possible, at best, in a 
clumsy and unnatural way - for instance making heavy use of infinite summations. 
But research has also showed that the n-calculus has a much more complex mathe- 
matical theory than CCS. This shows up in: 
- The operational semantics. Certain transition rules of the rc-calculus are hard to 
assimilate. 
_ The dejinition of bisimulation. Various definitions of bisimilarity have been proposed 
for the rc-calculus, and it remains unclear which form should be preferred. Moreover, 
most of these bisimilarities are not congruence relations. 
_ The axiomatisations. The axiomatisations of behavioural equivalences for the rc- 
calculus - and in particular the proof of the completeness of the axiomatisations - 
is at least one order of magnitude more complicated than the corresponding axioma- 
tisations for CCS. 
- The construction of canonical normal forms. In general we do not know how to 
transform a rc-calculus process P into a normal form which is unique for the equiv- 
alence class of P determined by the behavioural equivalence adopted. 
In CCS, these problems are well-understood and have simple solutions [5,8, 121. 
There is, therefore, a deep gap between CCS and rc-calculus, in terms of expres- 
siveness and mathematical theory. The main goal of the paper is to explain this gap 
and to examine whether there are interesting intermediate calculi. For instance, can we 
describe the dramatic jump from CCS to n-calculus as a sequence of smaller jumps? 
Are the complications of the theory of the n-calculus w.r.t. that of CCS an inevitable 
price to pay for the increase in expressiveness? 
We shall isolate and analyse one such intermediate calculus, called ~1. This cal- 
culus appears to have considerable expressiveness: Data values, the lambda calculus, 
agent-passing calculi, the locality and causality relations of true-concurrent behavioural 
equivalences can be modelled in x1 much in the same way as they are in the rt-calculus. 
But, nevertheless, the theory of ~1 remains very close to the theory of CCS: Alpha 
conversion is, essentially, the new ingredient. To obtain rc1, we separate the mobility 
mechanisms of the z-calculus into two, namely internal mobility and external mobil- 
ity. The former arises when an input meets a bound output, i.e., the output of a private 
name; the latter arises when an input meets a free output, i.e., the output of a known 
name. In rc1 only internal mobility is retained - the free output construct is disallowed. 
A pleasant property of rc1 is the full symmetry between input and output constructs. 
The operators of matching and mismatching, which in the z-calculus implement a form 
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of case analysis on names and are important in the algebraic reasoning, are not needed 
in the theory of ~1. 
Using the typing system of rc1, as inherited from the rc-calculus, and imposing some 
constraint on it, we define the calculi {nI”},Q,. A calculus rc1” includes those rc1 pro- 
cesses which can be typed using types of order n or less than n, and rcI” is the union of 
the ~1”‘s. Informally speaking, the calculi rcI1, x1’, . . . , rcI”, . . . , nI”, rc1 are distinguished 
by the “degree” of mobility allowed; indeed, if the mobility exhibited is taken into 
account, then they can be proved to form a hierarchy of calculi of strictly increasing 
expressiveness. rcI1 does not allow mobility at all and is the core of CCS. This hier- 
archy gives us a classification of mobility and an incremental view of the transition 
from CCS to rr-calculus. (A more comprehensive discussion on external, internal and 
bounded mobility is deferred to Sections 2 and 6.) 
We shall use the above hierarchy also to understand the expressiveness of agent- 
passing process calculi (they are sometimes called higher-order process calculi in the 
literature). In these calculi, agents, i.e., terms of the language, can be passed as values 
in communications. The agent-passing paradigm is often presented in opposition to the 
name-passing paradigm, followed by the rt-calculus and related calculi, where mobility 
is modelled using communication of names rather than communication of agents. An 
important criterion for assessing the value of the two paradigms is the expressiveness 
which can be achieved. Agent-passing developments of CCS are the calculi Plain 
CHOCS [22], and Strictly-Higher-Order ~-calculus; the latter, abbreviated HO+“, is 
the fragment of the Higher-Order n-calculus [19] which is purely higher order, i.e., no 
name-passing feature is present. In Plain CHOCS, only processes can be exchanged. 
In HOrcW besides processes also abstractions (i.e., functions from agents to agents) of 
arbitrary high order can be exchanged. Roughly, HOrcO is as an extension of CCS 
with the constructs of the simply typed i-calculus. As in rc1, so in HOrc” we can 
discriminate processes according to the order of the types needed in the typing. This 
yields a hierarchy of agent-passing calculi {HOrc”} n <o, where HOrc ’ coincides with 
rtI1 - hence with the core of CCS - and H0n2 is the core of Plain CHOCS. For each 
n do, we compare the agent-passing calculus HOrr” with the name-passing calculus 
7c1”- ; the latter is a subcalculus of ~1” whose processes respect a discipline on the 
input and output usage of names similar to those studied in [ 181. We show that HOrc” 
and rrI”- have the same expressiveness, by exhibiting faithful encodings of HOrt” into 
XI”- and of x1”- into HOrc”. The encodings are fully abstract w.r.t. the reduction 
relations of the two calculi. 
These results establish an exact connection between agent-passing calculi and name- 
passing calculi based on internal mobility, and strengthen the relevance of the latter 
calculi. 
We introduce the finite part of n1 in Section 2 and we study its theory in Section 3. In 
Section 4 we consider extensions of the signature of the finite rc1, intended to capture 
infinite behaviours and polyadicity. As in the rc-calculus, so in n1 the extension to 
polyadicity is smooth. However, the typing system of 7~1 enjoys a few properties not true 
in the rc-calculus; for instance, in rc1 the by-name and by-structure definitions of equality 
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between types coincide. To have infinite behaviours in 711, we use recursive agent 
definitions. We also consider the replication operator; we define nIU as the calculus with 
replication in place of recursion. The typability of processes in rc1 requires recursive 
types; that of processes in rrI” does not. In Section 5 we examine the encoding of 
the I-calculus into XI. It is challenging because all known encodings of the L-calculus 
into rr-calculus exploit, in an important way, the free-output construct, disallowed in 
~1; hence the encoding gives us some indications about how the effect of free outputs 
might be achieved in 7~1. As reduction strategy for lambda terms we chose the lazy 
one [l]. We obtain an encoding into rc1 as a refinement of Milner’s encoding into 
n-calculus; we show that a further similar refinement leads to an encoding of a more 
parallel reduction strategy, which allows reductions inside abstractions. We argue that 
the A-calculus cannot be encoded into 7~1~. In Section 6 we define the calculi {~cP}~<~; 
we then study the expressiveness of the name-passing calculi introduced. In Section 7 
we present the agent-passing calculus HOx” and its type system, and we define the 
calculi {HO~C.“}~<~. In Section 8 we compare the expressiveness of the agent-passing 
calculi with that of the name-passing calculi. In Section 9 we report some conclusions 
and possible directions for future work. 
Related work. We are not aware of other works on isolating or classifying different 
forms of mobility for name-passing calculi. 
Encodings of agent-passing calculi into a name-passing calculus have been stud- 
ied by Thomsen [22], Sangiorgi [19] and Amadio [2]. Thomsen and Amadio deal 
with Plain CHOCS and z-calculus; Sangiorgi with Higher-Order n-calculus and K- 
calculus. The encoding from HOrr’ to n1” used in this paper is a special case of 
the encoding in [19] and, when restricted to H0z2, it is the same as the encod- 
ings in [2,22]. The works [2, 19,221 show that gent-passing can be mimicked using 
name-passing. In this paper, we push the analysis further, in that: (1) we isolate the 
specific features of name-passing calculi which make the encodings possible, and (2) 
we investigate the opposite direction, namely the modelling of name-passing using 
agent-passing. 
The only attempt that we know at encoding a name-passing calculus into an agent- 
passing calculus is by Thomsen [22], who gives a translation of the n-calculus into 
Plain CHOCS. However, the translation makes heavy use of a relabelling operator of 
Plain CHOCS which behaves as a dynamic binder - occurrences of names not bound 
can later become bound. Since we only accept static binders, our translation of nI”- 
into HOx” is quite different from Thomsen’s. The absence of relabelling is indeed what 
distinguishes HOn2 from Plain CHOCS. 
Important studies of higher-order calculi have been conducted by Astesiano et al. [3], 
in the framework of generalised algebraic specifications, and by Hennessy [lo], who 
has considered the model theory. However, in their languages the restriction operator, 
when present, is not a static binder - a significant difference w.r.t. the languages treated 
in this paper. 
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2. dz A symmetric alculus based on internal mobility 
In this section we introduce (the finite part of) rt1. We examine the move from 
rc-calculus to ~1 from three different angles: First, our guiding criterion is symmetry; 
then we take into account the mobility mechanisms; finally, we focus on the algebraic 
theory. There are no compelling reasons for wanting symmetry: Our major motivation 
is elegance, which will show up in the presentation of the calculus and of its properties. 
Notation. If W and Y are relations, then W 9’ is their composition (i.e., (a,~) EW Y 
if there is a b s.t. (a, b) E W and (b,c) E 9). Throughout the paper we use a tilde 
( -) to denote a finite and possibly empty tuple. All notations are extended to tuples 
componentwise. 
2.1. Looking for symmetry: from n-calculus to ~1 
We shall derive the grammar for n1 from the one below, which collects the principal 
operators of the rc-calculus. Symbols x, y,z, . . . will range over the infinite set of names; 
P, Q and R will be metavariables over processes: 
P::=Caj.Pi 1 PIP 1 VXP, 
iEI 
a::=7 ) x(y) ) ny. 
The guarded-sum construct ‘& cCi.Pi is used to make a choice among the sum- 
mands ai.Pi: The first process ai.Pi that succeeds at performing the action tli continues, 
whereas the other summands are discarded. I is a finite indexing set; if I is empty, 
we abbreviate the sum as 0. As usual, + is binary sum. Sometimes, we shall write 
cCl.P, +... + u,.P, for C 1 Qign Ui*Pi. Parallel composition is to run two processes in 
parallel; restriction v makes name x in vxP local, i.e., private, to P. Prefixes, ranged 
over by ~1, can be of the form z (silent prejix), x(y) (input prejix), or Xy (output 
pre$x). Symbol t represents internal activity: z.P can evolve to P without interacting 
with other processes. A process x(y).P can perform an input at x, and y is the place- 
holder for the name so received. Process 2y.P can perform the output at x of y, and 
then continues as P. 
An input prefix x(y).P and a restriction vyP bind all free occurrences of name y 
in P. Free and bound names of processes and of prefixes, and alpha conversion are 
defined as expected. P(n/y} denotes the substitution of x for y in P, with renaming 
possibly involved to avoid capture of free names. In a visible prefix, the first name is 
the subject, and the second name is the object. In examples, the object part of prefixes 
will be omitted if not important. A process cr.0 will often be abbreviated as a, and 
vxi . . . vx,P as vxl , . . . ,xnP. Sum and parallel composition will have the lowest syntactic 
precedence, substitution the highest. 
The grammar above does not mention the match and mismatch operators, written 
[x = y]P and [x# y]P, respectively. The former means: “if x equals to y, then P”; the 
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latter means “if x is different from y, then P”. Match and mismatch are often included 
in the a-calculus, mainly because they are very useful in the algebraic theory. But they 
will not be needed in the algebraic theory of n1, as shown in Section 3. 
We wish to make two remarks about the rc-calculus language above presented. The 
first regards the asymmetry between the input and output constructs, namely x(y). - and 
Xy. -. The asymmetry is both syntactic - the input is a binder whereas the output is not 
- and semantic - in an input any name can be received, whereas in an output a jixed 
name is emitted. The second remark regards a derived form of prefix, called bound 
output, written X(y) as an abbreviation for vyXy. Bound output plays a central role in 
rc-calculus theory, for instance in the operational semantics and in the axiomatisation. 
In the operational semantics, bound output is introduced in the Open rule, one of the 
two rules for restriction: 
p 3 P’ 
open : 
vyp xcr! P’ 
xfr. 
This rule says that if P can perform the output of the free name y at x, then vyP 
can perform the output of the private name y at x. (We can make an analogy between 
bound output and silent prefix: Both can be viewed as derived operators - z.P as 
abbreviation for vx(x.P 1 X), for some x not free in P; and both are needed in the 
operational semantics and axiomatisations.) 
Having noticed the importance of bound output, we can reasonably add it to the 
grammar of prefixes: 
c1 ::=r 1 x(y) 1 xy 1 E(y). 
The new syntax still contains asymmetries: First, the free-output construct has no input 
counterpart. Second, input and bound output, although syntactically similar - both are 
binders - are semantically very far apart, as revealed by the interactions they can 
participate in: Any name can be received through an input, whereas only a fresh name 
can be emitted through a bound output. 
We move to n1 by eliminating the free-output construct. 
Definition 2.1 (jfinite ~1). The class of finite rc1 processes is described by the following 
grammar: 
P :I= CCij.Pi 1 PIP 1 VXP 
iEI 
CI ::= T ( x(y) 1 T(y). 
In ~1, the input and output constructs are truly symmetric: Since only outputs of 
private names are possible, an input x(y).P means “receive a fresh name at x”, which 
is precisely the dual of the output X( y).P. Indeed, we can define an operation “dual” 
which transforms every output into an input and vice versa: The symmetry of the 
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calculus is then manifested by the fact that dual commutes with the transition relation 
(Lemma 3.1). 
2.2. Internal and external mobility 
In the previous section, the motivation to the introduction of 7~1 was symmetry. A 
more pragmatic motivation is given in this section. 
What distinguishes rt-calculus from CCS is mobility, that is, the possibility that the 
communication linkage among processes changes at run-time. In the rr-calculus there 
are two mechanisms to achieve mobility, which are embodied in the two commu- 
nication rules of the calculus (usually called corn and close). Accordingly, we can 
distinguish between two forms of mobility, internal mobility and external mobility. 
Internal mobility shows up when a bound output meets an input, for instance thus: 
X(Y>J’ I x(y1.Q -1-, VY(P I Q> 
Two separate local (i.e., internal) names are identified and become a single local name. 
The two participants in the interaction, Z( y).P and x(y). Q, agree on the bound name; 
for this, some alpha conversion might have to be used. The interaction consumes the 
two prefixes but leave unchanged the derivatives underneath. With internal mobility, 
alpha conversion is the only form of name substitution involved. 
External mobility shows up when a free output meets an input, for instance thus: 
Xy.P I x(z).Q -I-t P 1 Q{J'/z} . 
Here, a local name gets identified with a free (i.e., external) name. In this case, alpha 
conversion is not enough: Name y is free, and might occur in Q; hence in general 
z cannot be alpha converted to y. Instead, a substitution must be imposed on the 
derivatives to force the equality between y and z. 
In 7~1, only internal mobility is present. Studying rc1 means examining internal mobil- 
ity in isolation, and investigating its impact on expressiveness and mathematical theory. 
From the experimentation that we have conducted so far, it appears that internal mo- 
bility is responsible for much of the expressiveness of the rt-calculus, whereas external 
mobility is responsible for many of the semantic complications. Some evidence to this 
will be given in the remaining sections. 
2.3. Some advantages of the theory of ~1 
Through examples, we show a few weaknesses of the theory of the z-calculus, and 
we show why they do not arise in rc1. 
Below, wz denotes the original form of bisimilarity in the rc-calculus, as in [17]; it 
is sometimes called late bisimilarity. (The examples we use are rather simple, so we 
do not need to recall the definition of - ..) Consider the n-calculus process x ( 7, where 
x and y are different names. We can rewrite it as follows, using expansion: 
XIYYT x.7 + 7.x. 
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However, this equality can break down underneath an input prefix: 
z(x).(x 17) y& z(x).(x.y + 7.x). (2) 
The process on the left-hand side can receive y in the input and become y ( 7, which 
then can terminate after a silent step. This behaviour is not matched by the process 
z(x).(x.y+ 7.x), which, upon receiving y, can only terminate after two visible actions. 
To have a fully substitutive equality, some case analysis has to be added to the 
expansion (1 ), by means of the match operator: 
XIJi? x.7 + 7.x + [x = y]r . 
The third summand allows a r if x and y are the same name. This equality can now 
be used underneath a prefix: 
4x).(x I 7) Nn z(x).(x.jj + 7.x + [x = y]z). 
The above discussion outlines two important points: First, n-calculus bisimilarity is not 
preserved by input prefix; second, to get congruence equalities some case analysis on 
names might be needed. In the above example, one level of case analysis was enough, 
but for more complex processes it can be heavier; the mismatch operator might be 
needed too. In general, if in the x-calculus we wish to manipulate a subcomponent 
P of a given process algebraically, then we cannot assume that the free names of 
P will always be distinct: By the time the computation point has reached P, some 
of these names might have become equal. Therefore we have to take into account all 
possible equalities and inequalities among these names; thus the number of cases grows 
exponentially with the number of free names. 
These inconvenients do not arise in 7~1. Bisimilarity is naturally a full congruence, 
and no case analysis on names is required. For instance, consider processes x ( p and 
x.7 + 7.x in (1 ), and let N be rc1 bisimilarity. As in the rc-calculus, so in ~1 the two 
processes are bisimilar; but, unlike the rc-calculus, their bisimilarity is preserved by 
input prefix: 
z(x). (x 17) N z(x).(x.T + 7.x). 
This is because in rc1 only fresh names are communicated, hence the free name y can 
never be received in an input at z. The absence of case analysis explains why match 
has not been included among the rc1 operators. (Note that, moreover, some form of 
matching among names is already given by parallel composition: The term x.P 1 7. Q 
can evolve to P 1 Q only if x and y are equal.) 
Besides late bisimilarity, other formulations of bisimilarity for the rc-calculus have 
appeared in the literature (see [9]), and it is far from clear which one should be 
preferred. (Some of these relations are full congruences, but all require the case analysis 
on names mentioned before.) The differences among these bisimilarities are due to the 
different interpretation of name substitution in an input action. The choice is about 
when such a substitution should be made: Immediately, in the input, rule, or later, in 
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the communication rule, or only when the name received is needed. The choice affects 
the resulting behavioural equivalence, since a substitution can change the relationships 
of equality among names. In ~1, alpha conversion is the only form of name substitution 
needed. Alpha conversion is semantically harmless, because it does not change the 
equalities and inequalities among names; hence in rc1 the bisimilarity relation is unique. 
3. Basic theory of rc1 
- 
- 
We consider the basic theory of 7~1: 
operational semantics, 
bisimilarity, 
axiomatisation, 
construction of canonical normal forms. 
In all these cases, a clause for alpha conversion represents the main difference w.r.t. 
the theory of CCS. An exception to this is the appearance of a restriction in the 
communication rule for 7~1. 
3.1. Operational semantics and duality 
We write E for the complementary of a; that is, if a = x(y) then or = X(Y), if 
a = T(y) then E = x(y), and if 5 = z, then E = a. We write P sa Q if P and Q 
are alpha convertible. We write fn(P), bn(P) (resp. fn(a),bn(a)) for the free names 
and the bound names of P (resp. a). The names of P or a, written n(P) and n(a), 
are the union of their free and bound names. Table 1 contains the set of the transition 
rules for ~1. We have omitted the symmetric of rule par. The only formal difference 
w.r.t. the set of rules for CCS is the presence of the alpha conversion rule and the 
generation of a restriction in the communication rule. Unlike the rr-calculus, there is 
only one rule for communication and one rule for the restriction operator. Note that 
the alphabet of actions is the same as the alphabet of prefixes. We call a transition 
P A P’ a reduction. 
We define an operation dual which complements all visible prefixes of a ~1 process: 
If P E ~1, then P is obtained from P by transforming every prefix a into the prefix CC. 
Table 1 
Tbe transition system for nI 
alpha: 
P scr P’ P’ s, P” 
p A P” 
pre: u.P 5 P 
P -5 P’ P A P’ 
par: 
PIQ 4 P’IQ 
bn(a) f? fn(Q) = 0 res: 
VXP -5 VXP’ 
x @n(a) 
P A P’ 
corn: 
Q --% Q’ 
a # 5, x = bn(a) sum: 
P, 4, P:,iEI 
PIQ A vx(P’IQ’) 
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Operation dual can be defined on ~1 because of its syntactic symmetry. The following 
lemma shows that the symmetry is also semantic. 
Lemma 3.1. If P -% P’, then p --% p’_ 
Note that since p = P, the converse of Lemma 3.1 holds too. 
3.2. Strong and weak bisimilarity 
Definition 3.2 (~1 strong bisimilarity). A symmetric relation 9 on n1 processes is a 
strong bisimulation if P 5% Q implies: 
_ whenever P 5 P’, with bn(a)nfn(Q) = 8, there is Q’ s.t. Q -% Q’ and P’ B Q’. 
We say that two ~1 processes P and Q are strongly bisimilar, written P - Q if P 9 Q, 
for some strong bisimulation W. 
By contrast with ~1 bisirnilarity, in zt-calculus bisimilarity [17] the clauses for in- 
put and output must be distinguished, the reason being that input and output are not 
symmetric. 
Remark 3.3. The side conditions on the freshness of names, in the transition system 
and the bisimilarity of 7~1, can be avoided by adopting a convention for bound names 
based on de-Bruijn indices. 
Lemmas 3.4-3.6 are technical results useful to deal with the alpha convertibility 
clause on processes and transitions. Lemma 3.5 shows that bisimilarity is preserved by 
injective substitutions on names. 
Lemma 3.4. If P + Q, then P N Q. 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose y # fn(P). Then for ail x, P - Q implies P{Y/x} - Q{J’/x}. 
Proof. Similar to the analogous result for the rc-calculus: One can show that if y is not 
free in a process R, then R and R{Y/x} can perform the same actions, up to substitution 
{Y/X} and alpha conversion. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Zf P % P’ and z q?’ fn(P), then also P .(z! p,, , for some P” with 
P”{Y/Z} --a P’. 
Remark 3.7. Lemmas 3.4-3.6 show that alpha conversion and injective substitutions 
are harmless. Hence when examining the derivatives of a process P (for instance, if 
we compare the behaviour of P with that of another process Q), it is safe to pick 
some fresh name x and force x to be the bound name of any action which appears in 
the derivation proof of a transition of P: Any other choice of bound names leads to 
the same derivative, up to alpha conversion and an injective substitution on names. 
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Definition 3.8 (bisimulation up to alpha conversion). A symmetric relation 92 is a 
bisimulation up to alpha conversion if P W Q implies: 
_ whenever P --% P’, with bn(cc) fl fn(Q) = 0, there is Q’ s.t. Q 5 Q’ and 
P’ zr 9 --cc Q’. 
Lemma 3.9. Zf g is a bisimulation up to alpha conversion, then 92 C N. 
Bisimilarity is preserved by all ~1 operators: 
Proposition 3.10 (congruence for -). If P - Q, then 
(i) R + cl.P - R + CLQ; 
(ii) VXP - vxQ; 
(iii) P 1 R N Q 1 R. 
Proof. Each case is simple. For instance, for (i) one can show that 
{(R + a.P,R + LxQ)} U N 
is a strong bisimulation. The move R + cc.P A P is matched by R + a. Q 5 Q; this 
is enough even if cx is an input prefix, since no instantiation of the bound name is 
required. 
For (iii), one can prove that the set of all pairs of the form (vT(P / R),v?(Q 1 R)), 
with P N Q, is a strong bisimulation up to alpha conversion. 0 
Weak transitions and weak bisimilarity are defined in the expected way. Relation 
* is the reflexive and transitive closure of & , and relation & is =+ & --r‘. 
Definition 3.11 (7~1 weak bisimilarity). A symmetric relation 9 on rc1 processes is a 
weak bisimulation if P W Q implies: 
- whenever P + P’, there is Q’ s.t. Q ==+ Q’ and P’ 93 Q’; 
_ whenever P =f+ P’, with u # r and bn(a) n fn(Q) = 0, there is Q’ s.t. Q & Q’ 
and P’ .B Q’. 
We say that two rc1 processes P and Q are weakly bisimilar, written P x Q, if P 92 Q, 
for some weak bisimulation 9. 
As strong bisimilarity, weak bisimilarity is also preserved by all operators of the 
language. 3 
Remark 3.12. rc1 is a subcalculus of the n-calculus: A ~1 process can also be inter- 
preted as a rc-calculus process and then the transition for a n1 processes can be viewed 
as the transition of a n-calculus process. It follows that any bisimilarity result between 
rc1 processes which is valid in the rc-calculus is also valid in n1. 
3 The congruence is not broken by swn because of the guarded form of our sums. 
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3.3. Axiomatisation 
This section shows a sound and complete axiomatisation for strong bisimilarity over 
finite rc1 processes. 
To have more readable axioms, it is convenient to decompose sums CiEl ai.Pi into 
binary sums. Thus we assume that sums are generated by the grammar 
M:=M+N ( a.P 1 0. 
We let M, N,L range over such terms. The axiom system is reported in Table 2; we 
call it d. We write d k P = Q if P = Q can be inferred from the axioms in J@’ 
using equational reasoning. Note that a special case of Rl (for I = 0) is 
R3 vx0 = 0. 
Definition 3.13. A process P is in head normal form, briefly hnf, if P is of the form 
C Ei.Pi. 
i 
The depth of P, written d(P), is inductively defined as follows: 
d(0) = 0 
d(a.P) = 1 + d(P) 
d(vxP) = d(P) 
d(P1 ( P2) = WI ) +  W2) 
W1 + Pz) = max{W1), W’2)) 
Proposition 3.14 (soundness of ~2). Zf d F P = Q, then P N Q. 
Table 2 
The axiom system for finite ~1 processes 
Alpha-conv. A If P and Q alpha-convertible then P = Q 
Summation Sl M+O=M 
s2 M+N=N+M 
s3 M+(N+L)=(M+N)+L 
S4 M+M=M 
Restriction Rl If, Vi E I, x 6 n(Ei) then VX(C,,, CG.P,) = xi,, al.VXPi 
R2 If x is the subject of c( then vx(M + CC. P) = VXM 
Expansion 
Assume that P = xi Ui.Pi and Q = cj /?j. Qj, and that for all i and i with u;,pj # z, it holds that 
bn(ai) = bn(pj) = x $L fn(P, Q). Then infer 
PlQ=Cai.(SlQ)+CBj.(PIQj)+ C T.vx(PJQ~) 
I j *I OPP s, 
where c(, opp /?j holds if ai = z # z. 
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Lemma 3.15. For any process P there is an hnf H with d(H)<d(P) s. t. d kP = H. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of P. The transformations we consider do not 
increase the depth of a process. If P = 0 or P = a.Pl, then P is already in hnf If 
P = vxP1, then by induction, d t PI = HI, for some hnf HI ; hence d k vxPl = 
vxHl. Now, the summands of HI whose initial action is at x can be removed using 
SlS3 and R2; then the remaining term can be rewritten into an hnf H using R3 or 
Rl. If P = PI 1 P2, then by induction d t PI = HI, d t P2 = Hz, for hnfs HI 
and HZ; hence &’ t- P = HI 1 Hz_ Now HI 1 H2 can be put into hnf by means of alpha 
conversion and the expansion law. Finally, the case P = PI +P2 can be accommodated 
using induction and Sl. 0 
Theorem 3.16 (completeness of J&‘). rf P - Q then d t P = Q. 
Proof. Induction on d = max{d(P),d(Q)}. By Lemma 3.15 and Proposition 3.14 we 
can assume that P and Q are in hnf. Moreover, by alpha conversion we can assume 
that the bound names of all outermost prefixes in P and Q are the same. If d = 0, 
then P = Q = 0, hence d k P = Q. Suppose d > 0. We show that each summand 
of P is provable equal to a summand of Q. Then the result follows using the axioms 
for commutativity, associativity and absorption of sum. If a.P’ is a summand of P, 
then P --% P’. Since P - Q, there is a summand a.Q’ of Q s.t. Q -% Q’ N P’. But 
d(Q’) < d and d(P’) < d: Hence, by induction, d t- P’ = Q’, from which we get 
d k a.P’=a.Q’. 0 
Omitting the axiom for alpha conversion and the bound name x in the expansion 
scheme, the axioms of Table 2 form a standard axiom system for strong bisimilarity 
of CCS. Also the proofs of soundness and completeness for the n1 axiomatisation are 
very similar to those for CCS [12]. For instance, as in CCS, so in the completeness 
proof for n1 a restriction is pushed down into the tree structure of a process until either 
a 0 process is reached, or a 0 process is introduced by cutting branches of the tree, 
and then the restriction disappears. 
The transformation to head normal form (Lemma 3.15) can be completed to a trans- 
formation to normal forms if processes underneath prefixes are manipulated too. Then 
the axioms for commutativity, associativity and idempotence of sum, and alpha conver- 
sion can be used to obtain canonical and minimal representatives for the equivalence 
classes of -. Again, this mimics a well-known procedure for CCS. 
4. Extending the signature of the finite and monadic n1 
4.1. Injinite processes 
To express processes with an infinite behaviour, we add recursive agent definitions 
to the language of finite rc1 processes. We assume a set of constants, ranged over by D. 
Each constant has a non-negative arity. 
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Definition 4.1 (full 7~1). The class of rc1 processes is defined by adding the production 
P ::= D(X) 
to the grammar of Definition 2.1. It is assumed that each constant D has a unique 
defining equation of the form D def (T) P. Both in a constant definition D kf (X ) P 
and in a constant application D(X), the parameter Zi is a tuple of all distinct names 
whose length equals the arity of D. 
The constraint that the actual parameters X in a constant application should be distinct 
_ normally not required in the n-calculus - ensures that alpha conversion remains the 
only relevant form of name substitution in ~1. In a constant definition D def (I?) P, all 
free occurrences of names X in P are bound; moreover, we require that fn(P) C X. The 
transition rule for constants is 
P L P’ 
D(X) 4 P’ 
if DdAf (r)Q and (v)Q --a (Z)P. 
Some presentations of the rc-calculus have the replication operator in place of re- 
cursion. A replication ! P stands for an infinite number of copies of P in parallel. 
The comparison between replication and recursion is interesting. These operators are 
notational devices to represent syntactically infinite objects. Replication yields infinity 
in width (for instance, ! a.P stands for a.P 1 a.P 1 . . .). Recursion, by contrast, can also 
capture infinity in depth: For instance, if D def (x)X(y).D(y), then D(xl) stands for 
js,(x,).X2(xs). . . . x,(x,+1) . . . . In this sense, comparing replication and recursion means 
comparing infinity in width with infinity in depth. 
Milner [ 131 has shown that in the rt-calculus replication and recursion yield the same 
expressive power, provided that the number of recursive definitions is finite. We shall 
prove in Section 6.2 that in n1 recursion is strictly more powerful than replication. We 
call rcIw the language with replication. 
Definition 4.2 (7~1~). The class of rcIw processes is defined by adding the production 
P::=!P 
to the grammar of Definition 2.1. 
The transition rule for replication is 
PI !P 5 P’ 
!P A P’ 
4.2. Polyadicity 
The calculi seen so far are monadic, in that precisely one name is exchanged in 
any communication. We extend these calculi with polyadic communications following 
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existing polyadic formulations of the z-calculus [13, 18,23,24]. We shall see that, 
however, the polyadic rc1 enjoys a few properties, for instance on the typing, which do 
not hold in the polyadic n-calculus. 
The operational semantics and the algebraic theory of the polyadic 7~1 are straight- 
forward generalisations of those of the monadic ~1, and will be omitted. 
4.2.1. The polyadic nI 
The syntax of the polyadic rc1 only differs from that of the monadic calculus because 
the object part of prefixes is a tuple of names: 
CI ::= r ( x(Y) ( X(Y). 
Names in y are all pairwise different. When y is empty, we omit the surrounding 
parenthesis. 
As in the rc-calculus [13, Section 3.11, so in rc1 the move to polyadicity does not 
increase expressiveness: A polyadic interaction 
X(YI,Y2).P Ix(Yl,Y2>.e -L (VYl,Y2)(P I e> 
can be simulated using monadic interactions and an auxiliary fresh name w: 
x(w).w(yt).w(y2).P (X(w).W(y1).W(y2).Q -I-, A -5 
(vw,Y~,Y~)@’ I Q> N (vyl,~2N’I Q>. 
4.2.2. The typing system 
Having polyadicity, we need to impose some discipline on names so as to avoid 
run-time arity mismatchings in interactions, as for x(y).P ) %(y,z).Q. In the rc-calculus, 
this discipline is achieved by means of a typing system (in the literature it is sometimes 
called a sorting system; in this paper we shall prefer the word “type” to “sort”). In 
its basic form, a typing allows us to specify the arity of a name and, recursively, of 
the names carried by that name. Each name is assigned a type. And each type, say S, 
is assigned a tuple of types: These are the types of a tuple of names which can be 
carried by a name of type S. A process which respects a typing will never give rise 
to run-time errors on the usage of names. 
Names of “equal” type can be replaced for one another in a well-typed process, and 
the resulting process will still be well-typed. There are two main approaches to defining 
equality between types. In the by-name typing [13], each type is given a unique name 
(i.e., an identification); two types are equal if they have the same name. In the by- 
structure approach [18,23,24], two types are equal if they are structurally so; in other 
words, types are viewed as abbreviations for regular trees and equality between types 
means equality between the underlying regular trees. (There is a close analogy with the 
by-name and by-structure approaches to the treatment of equality between data types 
in programming languages.) 
In the rc-calculus, a by-structure typing represents a special case of a by-name typing, 
namely the one which makes fewest distinctions among names. The difference between 
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the two systems has semantic consequences. In a by-name typing, distinctions among 
names can be imposed so to confine the set of free names which can be received in 
an input. For instance, assigning names x and y different types validates the equation 
z(x).(x I 7) -II z(n). (x.jj + 7.x) (3) 
(only names of the same type as x can be received at z, which excludes y - compare 
(3) with (2) of Section 2.3). By contrast, in a by-structure typing x and y cannot be 
separated - both are used just for pure synchronisation hence have the same structural 
type: Therefore equality (3) fails (for the same reason for which (2) fails). 
In ~1, due to the different interpretation of an input - no free name can be received 
_ the by-name and by-structure typing are semantically the same. We shall therefore 
follow the by-structure approach, because it is more appealing from a mathematical 
point of view. 
Definition 4.3. The following is our language for types: 
S ::= (5) 1 x 1 /Lx : s 
We use S and T to range over types. X is a type-variable; ,uX : S is a recursive type. 
Since we want to view type expressions as abbreviations for regular trees, we require 
that the body of a recursive type fl : S be contractive in the recursion variable X: 
Either X does not appear at all in S, or else it appears inside at least one set of 
brackets. T{s/x} denotes the capture-avoiding substitution of S for X in T. 
Results by Courcelle [7] guarantee that the unfolding of a type generates a unique 
tree and that the tree is regular, i.e., it only has finitely many different subtrees. We 
use () to denote the tree whose root has no son; and (Y-1 . . . F,,) for the tree whose 
root has II sons and the ith son (from left to right) is the root of the tree Yi. We 
define equality between trees following [7,18,24]. 
Definition 4.4. To each type S we associate a tree called Y[S], which is the unique 
tree satisfying the following equations: 
(i) if S = (St,. . . , S,,), n>O, then S[S] = (f[St], . , ., S[S,]); 
(ii) if S = ,uX.S’ then S[S] = S[S’{fls’/x}]. 
Two types S and T are equal, written S =: T, if Y[S] and F[T] are syntactically 
equal. 
We write x : S and D : S if name x and constant D have type S, respectively. 
Intuitively, x : (St,. . . , S,,) means that x carries n-uples of names whose ith component 
has type S;; similarly, D : (Sl, . . . , S,) means that D accepts n-uples of names as 
parameters, and the ith name has type Si. 
Definition 4.5. A typing is finite set of assignments of types to names and constants: 
r ::= 8 1 T,x:S 1 I-,D:S. 
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Table 3 
The typing rules for the operators of XI and xI” 
T[x] =: (5, i-,j:StP 
r k x(j).P, I- k X(jq.P 
l-tP 
r t z.P 
rtp rtQ 
rt--PlQ 
T,x:St-P, forsomeS TtPj, iEI 
l- t VXP r t c,,, p, 
r[D] v (r[i]) y : rt.fi t P rkp 
r t D(Z) 
,fDdzf((j;)P - rt!p 
Names and constants appearing in a typing r are always taken to be pairwise distinct; 
this justifies an abuse of notation whereby r is regarded as a finite function from 
names and constants to types: T[x] (resp. r[D]) is the type assigned to x (resp. D) 
by r. The ordering of assignments in r is ignored. 
Definition 4.6. A process P in n1 or in rc1 OJ is well-typed for r if r k P can be 
inferred from the rules of Table 3. P is well-typed if there is r s.t. P is well-typed 
for r. 
Note that if P is well-typed for r, then all free names and constants in P are 
nominated in r. 
Lemma 4.7. If Tt P and y $! fn(P), then r, y : S t- P for all S. 
Lemma 4.8. Let P be a ~1 or rcIw process. 
(i) If r t P and P x(p, P’ or P 2 P’, then there is 2 s. t. T[x] =: (s) and 
r,y:Sw. 
(ii) If r t P and P -% P’, then r t P’. 
Proof. By transition induction. For rule par, Lemma 4.7 is needed. q 
5. The encoding of the I-calculus 
Values and data structures can be modelled in n1 in the same way as they are in 
n-calculus: The z-calculus representations given by Milner [13, Sections 3.3, 6.2 and 
6.31 only utilise the x1 operators. Also, the encodings of locality and causality into 
rc-calculus in [6,2 l] can easily be adapted to rc1. More interesting is the encoding of 
the i-calculus and of agent-passing calculi into rc1 or related calculi. We look at the 
A-calculus here, and at agent-passing calculi in Sections 7 and 8. 
In this section, M, N, . . . are A-calculus terms, whose syntax is given by 
M:=x 1 lxA4 1 MM 
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where x and y range over il-calculus variables. In Abramsky’s lazy lambda calculus [l], 
the redex is always at the extreme left of a term. There are two reduction rules: 
beta: (hAJ)N ==+ M{N/x}, 
MeM’ 
app-L : 
MN ==+M’N’ 
We first encode the linear lazy A-calculus, in which no subterm of a term may contain 
more than one free occurrence of X, for any variable X. We begin by recalling Milner’s 
encoding %? into the rc-calculus. Then we describe the changings to be made to obtain 
an encoding 9 into 7~1. The two encodings are presented in Table 4. The core of any 
encoding of the A-calculus into a process calculus is the translation of function appli- 
cation. This normally becomes a particular form of parallel combination of two agents, 
the function and its argument; beta-reduction is then modelled as process reduction. 
Let us examine %‘. In the pure I-calculus, every term denotes a function. When 
supplied with an argument, it yields another function. Analogously, the translation of 
a A-term A4 is a process with a location p. It rests dormant until it receives along p 
two names: The first is a trigger x for its argument and the second is the location to 
be used for the next interaction. The location of a term M is the unique port along 
which A4 interacts with its environment. Two types of names are used in the encoding: 
Location names, ranged over by p, q and r, and trigger names, ranged over by x, y 
and z. For simplicity, we have assumed that the set of trigger names is the same as 
the set of I-variables. More details on this encoding and a study of its correctness can 
be found in [13,20]. 
The encoding V is not an encoding into rc1 because there are outputs of free names, 
one in the rule for variables, and one in the rule for applications. Indeed, the free- 
output construct plays an important role in %: It is used to redirect location names 
which, in this way, we can bounce an unbounded number of times before ending up 
as the subject of a prefix. 
The encoding 9’ is obtained from %? with two modifications. First, the output of 
a free name b is replaced by the output of a bound name c plus a link from c to 
Table 4 
The encodings of the linear lazy i-calculus 
The encoding into a-calculus; F(x)p.- is an output prefix at I in which the private name x and 
the free name p are emitted. 
VP[[M4], Ykf p(x, q). V[[M], 
cgl[x]P dzf xp 
x fresh 
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b, written c + b. Names b and c are “connected” by the link, in the sense that a 
process performing an output at c and a process performing an input at b can interact, 
asynchronously, through the link. In other words, a link behaves a little like a name 
buffer: It receives names at one end-point and transmits names at the other end-point. 
However, the latter names are not the same as the former names - as it would be 
in a real buffer - but, instead, are linked to them: This accounts for the recursion in 
the definition of links below. For tuples of names U = ~1,. . . , u,, and U = ai,. . . , v, we 
write U + V to abbreviate ~1 + vi ) . . . 1 u, -+ v,. 
If a and b are names of the same type, then we define: 
(for convenience, we have left the parameters a and b of the link on the left-hand 
side of the definition). Note that the link is ephemeral for a and b - they can only be 
used once - and that it inverts its direction at each cycle - the recursive call creates 
links from the objects of b to the objects of a. Both these features are tailored to the 
specific application in exam, namely the encoding of the lazy A-calculus. 
The other difference between encodings %? and B is that the latter has a level of 
indirection in the rule for abstraction. A term signals to be an abstraction before re- 
ceiving the actual arguments. This is implemented using a new type of names, ranged 
over by w. This modification could be avoided using more sophisticated links, but they 
would complicate the proofs in Lemma 5.1 below. 
When reasoning about encoding 8, one does not have to remember the definition of 
links; the algebraic properties of links in Lemma 5.1 are enough. Assertion (i) of this 
lemma shows that two links with a common hidden end-point behave like a single link; 
assertions (ii) and (iii) show that a link with a hidden end-point acts as a substitution 
on the encoding of a A-term. 
Lemma 5.1. Let A4 be a linear A-term. 
(i) If a, b and c are distinct names of the same type, then 
vb(a 4 b 1 b + c) M a --) c. 
(ii) If x and y are distinct trigger names and y is not free in M, then 
(iii) If p and r are distinct location names, then vr(r ---$ p 1 S[M&) M P@t4jp. 
Proof (sketch). (i) By exhibiting the appropriate bisimulation. 
(ii) By induction on the structure of M. In the basic case, when M = x, assertion 
(i) is needed. The other cases only require the use of the inductive assumption and a 
few simple algebraic laws. 
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(iii) By induction on the structure of M. In the basic case, M is variable, say M = x, 
and we have 
vr(r + p 1 Lqxnr) = vr(r + p ) X(q).q -+ r) - _qq).vr(q + r I r + p) 
M X(q).q + p = qp41]p 
where the last transformation uses assertion (i). 
The case when M is an application can be accommodated using simple algebraic 
laws and assertion (i). If M is an abstraction, say M = Ix.N, we have 
vr(r + p ~9qkc.N&.) = vr(r --) p / Y(w).w(x,q).~[lv&) 
and, unfolding the definition of r + p, 
= w+-(w).~(~‘).~ + w 1 f(w).w(x,q).~~iqs). 
Using one reduction and the definition of links we get 
M P(~‘).vw(w’ + w 1 w(x,q).P)[rNj4) 
= ~(w’).vw(w’(~,q’).w(~,q).(~ -+ Y 14 + q’) i ~(~dmmd. 
Similar algebraic transformations give 
= ~(w’).w’(Y,g’).vx,q(x + Y I4 -+ 4’ 1 puNnq) 
N ~WW(Y40.v-+ + Y 1 vdq ---) 9’ I puwlq)). 
Finally, from the inductive assumption on PEN&, 
M p(w’). w’(v, 4’). VX(X + y 1 9qbqq1 ) 
and, from assertion (2) on 6P[A$,, 
The main result needed to convince ourselves of the correctness of 9 is the validity 
of beta-reduction. The proof is conceptually the same as the proof of validity of beta- 
reduction for Milner’s encoding into n-calculus; in addition, one has to use Lemma 
S.l(iii). 
Theorem 5.2. For all A4 and N and p, we have S[(A.xM)N], s P[M{N/x}],,. 
Proof (sketch). First, using some reductions, one can show that 
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The right-hand side is weakly bisimilar with vx(9[MJP ( x(I).P[N&) using Lemma 
S.l(iii). Finally, 
can be proved by induction on the structure of M and, again, using Lemma S.l(iii). 
To encode the full lazy A-calculus, where a variable may occur free in a term more 
than once, the argument of an application must be made persistent. This is achieved 
by adding, in both encodings %? and 9, a replication in front of the prefix x(q). -, in 
the rule for application (recall that replication is a derived operator in a calculus with 
recursion). In addition, for 9 also the link for trigger names must be made persistent, 
so that it can serve the possible multiple occurrences of a trigger in a term. Thus 
if x and y are trigger names, then we define: 
def 
x --) y = ! x(U). j$T).U + U. 
In this way, Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 remain true for the full lazy I-calculus. 
The encoding 9 uses the following recursive types &,S, and S, for location names, 
trigger names and auxiliary names like w: 
Sl t&f (S,), 
St kf (ASI), 
s, Sf (S,,S,). 
We shall see in Section 6 that processes in rcIw (the calculus with replication in place of 
recursive agent definition) can be typed with non-recursive types. Since recursive types 
appear to be necessary to encode the A-calculus, at least if we require that the encoding 
is compositional and that each A-term has a single port to input its argument, we think 
that there are no encodings of the il-calculus into rcIw with these same properties. 
5.1. Encoding the strong lazy ~-calculus 
Links - as defined here, or variants of them - can be used to increase the parallelism 
of processes. For instance, adding links in the encoding of A-abstractions, as below, 
gives an encoding of a strong-lazy strategy, where reductions can also occur underneath 
an abstraction (i.e., the Xi rule, saying that if A4 + M’ then AxA4 + ;Ix.M’, is now 
allowed): 
P[kx.M]p dAf vq,x(p(w).w(y,r).(q --t r Ix + v> I WIWlq). 
In the lazy A-calculus encoding, there is a rigid sequentialisation between the 
behaviour of (the encodings of) the head Ix.- and of the body M of the abstrac- 
tion: The latter cannot do anything until the former has supplied it with its arguments 
x and q. In the strong-lazy encoding, the only dependences of the body from the head 
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are given by the actions in which these arguments appear; any other activity of the 
body can proceed independently from the activity of the head. 
6. A hierarchy of calculi based on internal mobility 
6.1. Non-recursive and order-bounded types 
Dropping recursion, the language of types (Definition 4.3) simply becomes 
s ::= (5). 
We call them non-recursive types, and we call a typing that only uses non-recursive 
types a non-recursive typing. Note that equality x between non-recursive types coin- 
cides with syntactic equality. 
Definition 6.1. The order of a non-recursive type S is the maximal level of bracket 
nesting in the definition of S. 
Example 6.2. Type () has order 1 and type ( 0, ( () ) ) has order 3. 
If only non-recursive types are used, it makes sense to concentrate on the processes 
of the language ~1~ (i.e., the recursion-free processes, Definition 4.2): As we shall see 
in Section 6.2, the confinement to non-recursive types does not affect the typability 
of processes in zIw, whereas it affects that of processes in rc1. We can discriminate 
processes according to the order of the types needed in the typing; we thus obtain a 
hierarchy of calculi. We use o to denote the first ordinal limit; n <CO means that n 
is a positive integers. A non-recursive typing which does not include assignments to 
constants is a rcIw typing. 
Definition 6.3 (calculi {rtI”},<,). A p recess P E 7cIw is in 7rI”, n <co, if, for some 7cIw 
typing r, there is a derivation proof of r F P in which all types used (including those 
in P) have order n or less than n. 
That is, the typability of processes in ~1” can be established utilising types of order 
at most n. 
Lemma 6.4. If PEEI”, then also PEEY for all man. 
Thus rcI1 represents the core of CCS, for in 7~1’ names can only be used for pure 
synchronisation. n12 includes processes like 
x(y,z).(y 1 z) and y.x(z).~.z 
where if a name carries another name, then the latter can only be used for pure 
synchronisation. Informally, let us say that a name depends on another name if the 
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latter carries the former; for instance, in x(y).~(z).z.O, name y depends on x and z 
depends on y. Thus the processes in 7~1” are those which have dependency chains 
among names of length at most n; for instance, process x(y).y(z).z.O is in rcIm, for all 
m23. 
Dependency chains are important w.r.t. mobility. If a process has dependency chains 
of length n at most, then also its traces (i.e., the sequences of actions that the process 
can perform) have dependency chains of length n at most. In a trace, a dependency 
between names indicates the creation of a link - hence the creation of mobility. (For 
instance, if P can perform the action F(z), then an interaction in which this action is 
consumed creates a new link, called z in P.) Similarly, in a trace a dependency chain of 
length n indicates n - 1 nested creations of links. Therefore, if a process P, simulating 
a process Q, has to reproduce the mobility that Q creates, then the dependency chains 
in traces of P should be at least as long as those in traces of Q (they could be longer, 
since the creation of a new link by Q might be simulated in more than one step by 
P, as in the encoding of polyadic communications with monadic communications in 
Section 4.2). 
Following this criterion, in Theorems 6.7 and 6.8 below we show that the calculi 
{x1”}, form a strict hierarchy of expressiveness classes: Processes in rcI”+l exhibit a 
“higher degree” of mobility than processes in 7~1”. 
For future investigations, we would like to see if there are stronger formulations of 
the non-expressiveness results in this and in the following subsection which did not 
require to deal explicitly with link creation (i.e., the dependency chains among names). 
Definition 6.5. A trace is a sequence of actions ~11,. . ,a,, s.t. for all i # j, bn(ai) n 
bn(xj)=@. 
Let 8 = ~1,. . . , cc,,, be a trace and x $! bn(gi) for all i. We say that L has a dependency 
chain of length 1 from x if there is 1 <i<m s.t. x is the subject of ai. We say that e 
has a dependency chain of length n from x, for n > 1, if there is 1 <i dm s.t. x is the 
subject of Cli and there is a name y in the object part of ai s.t. the trace tli+l,. . . ,a, 
has a dependency chain of length n - 1 from y. 
We say that a trace e has a dependency chain of order n if there is a name x s.t. 
4 has a dependency chain of length n from x. 
For instance, trace x(yt, yz), yl , yz(w), W has various dependency chains of 
length 2 (among which, the one determined by names x and yt ) and a maximal 
dependency chain of length 3 (determined by names x, y2 and w). 
Definition 6.6. A trace tll , . . . , a,, is a trace of the process PI if there are processes 
P2 ,..., P,+t S.t. Pi a Pifl, for all l<i<n. 
Theorem 6.7. There is a trace of a process in rcI*, n<o, with a dependency chain of 
length n. 
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Proof. Take process x1(x2). . . . .x+i(x,).x~.O, and its trace xi(x2) ,..., x,-1(x,),x,. Cl 
Theorem 6.8. No trace of a process in XI”, n<q has a dependency chain of length 
n + 1 or greater than n + 1. 
Proof. In this proof, we write order[S] for the order of type S. Let T,P and x be 
any rcIw typing, process and name, respectively, and suppose that r t P and that 
order[lJx]] <n. We show that any trace ~1,. . . ,am of P has dependency chains of 
length at most n from x. The theorem follows immediately from this claim because if 
P E 7~1” then r k P, for some r which only contains types of order at most n: Therefore, 
by the claim, a trace of P has dependency chains of length at most n from any name 
nominated in r (which is enough, because, by Lemma 4.8, P can only perform visible 
actions at names nominated in r). 
We prove the above claim by induction on n. For the case n = 1 just consider that 
order[r[x]] = 1 means that T[x] = 0: By Lemma 4.8(i), all actions at x have empty 
object part. 
For the case n > 1, we use induction on the length m of the trace ~11,. . , a,,,. The 
case m = 1 is trivial: By definition, a trace of length 1 has dependency chains of length 
at most 1. Now, the case m > 1. We suppose that ~1 is an action at x; the case in 
which CI~ is not an action at x is simpler. Since ~1,. . . , cx, is a trace of P there is PI 
s.t. P -% PI and ~2,. . . , a, is a trace of PI. By Lemma 4.8, if c11 =x(F) or CII =X(u), 
then for some $, T[x] =: (s) and 
r,y: Swl. 
Moreover, since order[(S)] d n, for all SE 5 we have 
(4) 
order[S] <n - 1. (5) 
Now, a dependency chain from x for the trace ~1,. . . , cc,,, is either all contained in 
~2,. . . , urn, or it is split between the traces ai and CIZ,. . , CI,. We can show that in both 
cases the chain must have length at most n. In the former case, this follows from (4) 
and the inductive assumption on the length of the trace. In the latter case, from (4) and 
(5), by the induction on the order n, we infer that the trace 1x2,. . . , a, has dependency 
chains of length at most n - 1 from any y E v; since 7 is the object part of ~1, it 
follows that any dependency chain for ~1,. . . , CI, starting in c11 has length at most n. 
n 
6.2. Recursion versus replication 
Since replication is a special case of recursion, every process in TP can be simulated 
by a process in 7~1. We show that the converse is not possible. (In the rc-calculus, 
the simulation of constants using replications [13, Section 3.11 exploits free outputs; 
for instance a constant application D(z) becomes a free output X(z).O, where x is the 
channel in which the replication coding the body of the definition of D is located.) 
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According to the definition of rrI” (Definition 4.2) recursive types are allowed in 
the typing of nIW processes; the lemma below shows that recursive types are in fact 
not needed. 
Lemma 6.9. Zf PE xIw and well-typed, then also PE rcI”, for some n<o. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of P. If P = 0, then for any n, P E 7~1”. If P = 
CiEI Pi with Z non-empty, and Pi E r#, then for m = max{ni : i E I} we have P E 7~1”’ 
(the maximum exists because Z is finite). Parallel composition is handled similarly. If 
P =x(y). P’ or P = X(u). P’ and P’ E nI”, then P E XI”+‘. Finally, if P E XI”, then also 
!PandrPareinnI”. 0 
Theorem 6.10. Suppose P E 7~1~. Then there is n < o s. t. no traces of P have a 
dependency chain of length n + 1 or greater than n + 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.9, if P E AIO, then P E rrI”, for some n. Then the result follows 
from Theorem 6.8. 0 
On the other hand, using recursion we can define a process like D(xi), for D dAf 
(x)X( y).D( y), which has traces with dependency chains of unbounded length. For 
instance, we have 
D(xl) “‘(xi) ... %*) D(xn) “3, .,. 
(6) 
Theorem 6.10 and (6) show that recursion cannot be encoded in terms of replication. 
The typability of process D(xl) in (6) requires recursive types. We expect that 
recursion and replication become interdefinable if only non-recursive types are allowed, 
and even if a bound on the order of types is imposed. 
7. Agent-passing calculi 
In an agent-passing process calculus, agents, i.e., terms of language, can be passed 
around. (Sometimes, agent-passing process calculi are called higher-order process cal- 
culi in the literature.) The agent-passing paradigm inherits from the A-calculus the idea 
that a computation step involves instantiation of variables with terms. 
For our study of agent-passing process calculi we use the Higher-Order n-calculus, 
a development of the rr-calculus introduced in [19]. Since we want to compare purely 
agent passing calculi with purely name passing calculi, we disallow the name-passing 
features of the Higher-Order n-calculus, namely communication of names and abstrac- 
tion on names. We call the resulting calculus the Strictly-Higher-Order n-calculus, 
briefly HOnW . 
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7.1. The Strictly-Higher-Order x-calculus 
The following is the grammar of untyped HOnW agents. It combines the familiar CCS- 
like process constructs - sum, prefixing, parallel composition, restriction and replication 
_ with the ~-calculus constructs - abstraction, application and variable. X, Y,Z and W 
range over the set of variables. 
A::=p;.Ai 1 AJA ( VXA 1 !A 1 (X)A 1 A(A) ) x 
c(::=z 1 x(Z) 1 x(Z) 
The abstraction construct (X)A allows us to define parametrised behaviours, that is, 
functions from agents to agents. The application construct At(A2) allows us to assign 
an argument A2 to an abstraction Al. 
Agents only are exchanged in communications; through an output prefix X(z), the 
tuple of agents 2 is emitted; through an input prefix x(x), a tuple of agents is received 
and instantiates variables x. The angle brackets in an output prefix (as opposed to round 
brackets) are to emphasise that this is not a binding construct. The definite asymmetry 
between input and output constructs and, consequently, that of the communication 
rule of HOrP, is a heritage of the 3,-calculus, whose basic computational step, beta 
reduction, is strongly asymmetric. 
We abbreviate (Xl ) . . . (&)A as (Xl,. . . ,&)A and, similarly, A(AI) . . (A,) as 
A(AI,..., A,). An abstraction (X)A and an input prefix &?).A bind all free occur- 
rences of variables 2 in A. An agent is open if it may have free variables in it; closed 
otherwise. Abstraction has the highest precedence among the operators, application the 
lowest; thus (X)A(B) means (X)(A(B)), and vxA(B) means vx(A(B)). The notations 
introduced for rr-calculus, regarding substitutions, tuples, brackets, etc., extend to HOrP 
in the expected way. 
Remark 7.1. The HOrP language without replication is enough to write processes 
with an infinite behaviour (even if well-typedness of the expressions is required) 
for the same reason why the paradoxical operator Y can be written within the 3,- 
calculus. We incorporated replication in the syntax because it will facilitate the com- 
parison with the name-passing calculi {7cI”},, whose operators include replication, in 
Section 8. 
We shall only consider well-typed HOP terms. We ascribe types to HO? expres- 
sions following the type assignment of the simply-typed A-calculus. The process-type 
() is our only first-order (i.e., basic) type. We adopt a bracket-nesting notation for 
functional types - rather than an arrow notation - mainly to have the same language 
for types used in Section 4.2, namely: 
s ::= (S) 
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A term of type S=(St . . . S,) takes a sequence of terms of type St . . . S, as arguments 
before becoming a process. Using an arrow-notation, type S would be written as 
s;+ .. .+&() 
or, “uncurrying” it, as St x . . . x x -+ 0, where 5 is the arrow-translation of Sj. 
A term of type () is a process; a term of type (S), for S non-empty, is an abstraction; 
processes and abstractions are agents. P,Q,R and T range over processes; F and G 
over abstractions; A and B over agents. 
Example 7.2. F %f (X ) (PIX) is an abstraction of type ( () ), and represents a function 
from processes to processes where the process-argument is run in parallel with P in 
the process-result. 
G d&f (X ) (P 1 X(Q)) has type ( ( () ) ), and takes abstractions of the same type as F 
as argument. 
Definition 7.3. A HOrP typing is a finite sequence of assignments of types to names 
and variables: 
r ::=0 1 r,x:s 1 r,x:s 
Definition 7.4. Let A be a HOIP agent and I-’ a HOx” typing. Then A has type S in 
r if I- I- A : S can be inferred from the rules in Table 5; A is well-typed for r if 
there is a type S s.t. r I- A : S holds. 
A HOnW agent A is well-typed if there is a r s.t. A is well-typed for r. 
On the rules in Table 5, note that only the abstraction and application operators take 
a generic agent as argument; all remaining operators (prefixing, sum, parallel compo- 
sition, restriction and replication) take processes. 
Table 5 
Typing rules for HOF 
T[X] = s 
rl-X:S 
r,x:skA:(S) 
r t (X)A : (s,S) 
r k Al : (S,S) l-bA2 :S rFA:() 
rkA,(Az):(:) r b LA : () 
T[x] = (F) l-+A:? TbAl :() 
r t @.A, : () 
r[x] = (S, r,F:Ft A : 0 
r t- x(?).A : () 
T,x : S t-A : 0, for some S 
rbvxA:() 
I-t-A, :() rtA2:() 
rb-1 IA2 :O 
vi, rkAi:() 
rtCi,,At:o 
i-b-,4:() 
ri-!A:() 
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Following the A-calculus terminology, we call an expression ((X)A1)(A2) a beta 
redex; normalisation is the operation of consumption of beta redexes, by which the 
meaning of an expression is disclosed. 
Definition 7.5. Beta-conversion, written +, is the least precongruence on HOzW agents 
generated by the rule 
((X)Ai)(‘&) + Al(W). 
An agent A, is in normalform if there is no AZ s.t. Al +A,. The reflexive and transitive 
closure of + is ** . 
Remark 7.6. The word “normal form” is used in this section and in Section 3.3 (for 
the proof of completeness of the axiomatisation of ~1) for rather different purposes: 
They reflect the different uses of the word in the process algebra and in the I-calculus 
communities. 
The lemmas below are proved using standard techniques from the typed I-calculus 
[41. 
Lemma 7.7 (subject reduction). If r t A : S and A+B, then also r t B : S. 
Lemma 7.8 (uniqueness of normal forms). For every well-typed HOrP agent A there 
is a unique normal form A’ s. t. A +*A’. 
Lemma 7.9 (termination). Every sequence of beta conversions tarting from a well- 
typed term A eventually leads to the normal form of A. 
Definition 7.10. The unique normal form to which an agent Al can be beta converted 
is called the normal form of Al; we write Al Dp A2 if A2 is the normal form of Al. 
Example 7.11 (continues Example 7.2). Let F and G be defined as in Example 7.2; 
then for any process R, the normal form of F(R) is P 1 R; the normal form of G(F) is 
PIPIQ. 
Since normalisation holds, in the following we often restrict our attention to agents 
in normal form. It is therefore useful to see what normal forms look like. The grammar 
below describes their syntax. 
(processes) P ::= Cai.Pj 1 P 1 P 1 vxP 1 ! P 1 X(Z) 
iEI 
(prefixes) cI ::= r I x(Z) ) X(Z) 
(agents) A::=P / F 
(abstractions) F ::= (2) P ( (x)X(i) 
where 
partial 
shows 
of an application is always a variable. 
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in the last production, namely F ::= (2 )X(2)), expression X(z) represents a 
application i.e., A does not include all arguments that X requires (this production 
that any variable X is a normal form). Note that in a normal form the operator 
Remark 7.12. The presentation of the HOrP in this paper is slightly different from 
that of the Higher-Order rc-calculus in [ 191. There, the grammar for normal forms is 
taken to be the basic syntax of the calculus. Here, we arrive at normal forms through 
normalisation. 
7.2. Operational semantics 
The transition system defining the operational semantics of closed well-typed HOP 
processes is presented in Table 6; we have omitted the symmetric of rules par and corn. 
Output transitions are of the form P CvY%’ Q, where 2 is the tuple of agents which are 
emitted, and y are private names which occur free in 2 and which are carried out from 
their current scope. We use p to range over actions (not to be confused with or, which 
ranges over prefixes). We denote by bn(p) and n(p) the bound names and names of p. 
If p is a silent or an input action, then bn(p)=0; if p is an output, say p= (vjQY(A), 
then bn(p)= y. The names of ~1 are the set of all names which appear in p. 
7.3. A hierarchy of agent-passing process calculi 
Similarly to what we did for nI”, so from HOrP we define a hierarchy of calculi using 
the order of their typing. We recall that the order of a type is the maximal level of 
bracket nesting in its syntactic form. 
Table 6 
The transition system for HOnW 
alp: 
P E-z P’ P’ 1: Q 
PlQ 
beta: 
P[>flP’ P’ p -Q 
PZQ 
pre: cc.P A P 
P 5 P’ 
par: 
plQ1:P’lQ 
Wp) n MQ) = 0 
- - 
p wy) p, 
corn: 
Q “5’ Q, 
P 1 Q -3, vj(P’ / Q’{i/x}) 
j n h(Q) = 0 
P % P’ + P’ 
res: 
VXP 1 VXP’ 
x ,z n(p) 
p (m(A) 
open: 
vxp cq(& p, 
x#z,xEfn(A)-j 
iEI 
sum: 
Pi I: P: , PI !PZP 
C,,I P, I Pi 
rep: 
!P<Pp’ 
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Definition 7.13 (calculi {HO~C”}~<~). An agent A E HOrcW is in HOrc”, n <w if, for 
some typing r and type S, there is a derivation proof for r I- A : S in which all types 
used (including S and the types in r) have order n or less than n. 
In HOrc ’ no value is exchanged in communications. Calculus HOrt ’ coincides with 
x1’ and is the core of CCS. In HOrc’ only processes can be passed as values in 
communications; H0rr2 is the core of Thomsen’s Plain CHOCS [22]. The difference 
between HOrc’ (resp. HOrc2) and CCS (resp. Plain CHOCS) is that the latter also has 
a relabeling operator, and it uses recursion in place of replication. In H0rr3, processes 
and process abstractions can be communicated as values (a process abstraction takes 
a process as argument and yields back another process; an example is the agent F in 
Example 7.2). 
Lemma 7.14. If P E HOrc”, then also P E HOY” for all m 3n. 
8. Comparison between agent-passing calculi and name-passing calculi 
In this section, we let n range over { 1,2,. . . , n . . . , } u {co}. We compare the ex- 
pressiveness of the calculi {HOrt”}, with that of the calculi {rcI”},. It turns out that 
rc1” is slightly more powerful than HOrc”. To obtain an exact correspondence, we cut 
down the class rcI”, by imposing a few syntactic conditions on the usage of names in 
processes. The resulting calculus is called nI”-. We shall show that rcI”- and HOrc” 
have, operationally, the same expressiveness: We exhibit encodings fl D and [ 1, from 
HOrc” to x1”-, and from ~1”~ to HOn”, in which actions of a source process are 
mimicked by the corresponding target process, and vice versa. 
The encodings Q 1 and [r jj are presented in Sections 8.1 and 8.2. First, we introduce 
the calculi { rcI”- }, . 
Definition 8.1. Let P be a process in rcI”. An occurrence of a name in P is a name- 
variable if such occurrence is bound by an input prefix of P. 
Example 8.2. The name-variables have been underlined in the process a(b).(@c). 
44 I l%eMf>.f). 
Definition 8.3 (calculi {7~1”-},~~ ). We call rcI”-, II do, the class of processes in 7~1” 
which satisfy the following syntactic constraint: For any subterm Q of a process in 
rcI”- it holds that: 
(i) if Q=x(y).R, then any JJG~ appears free in R only in output position; 
(ii) if Q = ??(y).R, then any y E y appears free in R only in input position; 
(iii) if Q=XR and x is a name-variable, then R =O. 
Conditions (i) and (ii) say that a name activated in a prefix can be used underneath it 
only with the polarity opposed to that of the prefix. (From condition (i), since name- 
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variables are bound by input prefixes, it follows that they can be used in output position 
only.) Condition (iii) forces all name-variables used for pure synchronisation to have 
a trivial continuation. Conditions (i) and (ii) could also be described using a typing 
system similar to that proposed in [ 181, where types also carry informations about the 
input/output usage of names. 
The results for {nIn}, in Section 6 can be easily adapted to {rcIn-}, to prove that 
also these calculi form a hierarchy in expressiveness. (Note that XI”- is a subcalculus 
of 7~1”; we do not know more about the relative expressiveness between the hierarchies 
{rcI”}, and {xI”-}n.) 
8.1. From HOrc” to x1”- 
Since every HO+” agent effectively normalises, it suffices to give the compilation { D, 
from HOn” to TIP-, on processes that are in normal form. That is, formally we assume 
the rule 
{QDEQ’if Qt>pQ’. 
The compilation of a HOrcO process P which is well-typed for a typing r is defined 
structurally on P with the rules in Table 7. In these rules, names and agents occurring 
in P are annotated with the order of the type which is assigned to them in a correct 
derivation of r F P : 0; these orders are used in the definition of the agent Trig,. 
Similarly, we annotated the names of {PI; this will make straightforward to check 
that {PI is well-typed (Proposition 8.6). (In the table, metavariables Q,Qi,. . . stand 
for a process and hence have no order annotation). The compilation Q 1 is only defined 
on the subclass of HO+’ agents in which abstractions have arity one (i.e., they take 
exactly one argument) and names have arity at most one (i.e., they carry at most one 
agent). This is purely to make the compilation and the operational correspondence for 
it more readable; the generalisation to the calculus with arbitrary arities does not give 
Table 7 
The encoding { 1 from HO?r” to rrI”-, n<w. 
We suppose that y and z are fresh names. We also assume that Trig, is the process 
Ttigcrn) d!f !y(‘).jA) ifm=l 
A ! y(m)(z(m-l) ).{Qi ifm>l andA=,(Z(m-‘))Q. 
Then 4 D is defined structurally as follows: 
{$~)(AP-~)),QD dZf n ( d ) y’“-“).({QD 1 Trig!-‘)) {#‘.Q] ‘k! 8). {Q] 
{x(d(Z(n-l,),Q/j $(“)(z(“-I)),,Q, #x(‘).Q~ Ef x(l).{QB 
{@)(A(“-‘)) ,j dzf &)(y(“-l)),Tfig~-‘) {z(l) D Y $I),0 
{QIIQz/~~{QIDI{Qz~ UCi,, QiD EfC,,, UQiD 
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any problem. In the definition of Trig, in Table 7, =‘1 is a form of eta-conversion 
used to make all possible arguments of an abstraction explicit. Relation F1 =‘I F2, 
between unary abstractions in normal form, is defined as follows: A unary abstraction 
of order m > 1 in normal form, and with annotated type orders, is either of the form 
(Z(m-‘))Q or is a variable X cm); if F1 =(Z(m-‘)) Q, then F2 dAf F1; if F, =Xcm) then 
P2 sf (Z(m-l))X(m)(Z(m-l)). 
In the compilation, the communication of an agent A is translated as the communi- 
cation of a private name which acts as a pointer to (the translation of) A and which 
the recipient can use to trigger a copy of (the translation of) A. When restricted to 
HOE” agents, the compilation coincides with that used in [ 191 to translate the full 
Higher-Order rr-calculus down to the rc-calculus. 
Example 8.4 Cfrom H0rc2 to 7~1~~). Let R d$f 5.0 and P dAf E(R).0 ) w(X).X. It holds 
that P 5 R (we garbage-collect 0 processes). The translation of P is 
{PD = W(y). ! y.R / w(x).X 
and we have 
BP) 2 VY( !Y.R IV) 
- z.vy(R ) ! y.R) 
N z.R 
z R 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
where (7) is derived form the law vx( ! x(F). P 1 X(?).Q) - z.vx,i?(P ) ! x(F). P ( Q), (8) 
from the law vx(P 1 !x(Z).Q) - P if x $ fn(P), and (9) from the law z.P M P. 
We recall that DB (Definition 7.10) indicates the occurrence of some beta-conversion. 
Example 8.5 Cfrom HOn3 to n13-). Let R sf 5.0, F dAf (X)(X IX), and P kf i@(F). 
Ojw(Y).Y(R). W e h ave P A F(R) Da RJR (we garbage-collect 0 processes). Compiling 
P, we get 
QPD = W(y). ! y(x).@ I X) I w(y). y(x). ! x.R. 
Using algebraic laws similar to those in the previous example, we infer 
{Pjj -I, vy( ! y(x).@ I x) 1 y(x). ! x.R) 
- z.(vy,x)(S 1 X I ! y(x).(F IX) ( !x.R) 
N T.V.@ I X I ! x.R) 
- z.z.z.vx(R (R I !x.R) 
- z.z.z.(R 1 R) 
M RJR. 
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Note that P E H0n3 and that (I PD E rc13- (intuitively, the latter because the longest 
dependency chain in {PI has length 3, involving names w, y, and x). 
In the above examples, the occurrences of M show that the computation by a process 
{PI may require more steps (i.e., more reductions) than the corresponding computation 
by P. But if we do not weight internal work, then P and {PI have the “same” 
behaviour. 
We extend 4 D to typing as follows: If r is a HO+’ typing, then { PD is the nIW 
typing obtained from f by replacing all variable assignments X : S in r with the name 
assignments x : S. 
Proposition 8.6. (i) v P is in HO+ and is well-typed for r, then {PI is in rcI”- 
and is well-typed for Q r). 
(ii) I~PEHOX”, then {PD~rc1”-. 
Proof. Assertions (i) and (ii) are evident from the order annotations used in the rules 
of Table 7. These annotations show that names and agents are mapped onto names of 
the same order. Thus, if there is a derivation P 1 P : () in which only types of order 
at most n are used, then there is a derivation of {PI I- UP] with the same property. 
Moreover, process fl PD is in rcIw- because the three conditions in Definition 8.3, on 
input/output usage of names, are met. As for condition (iii), note that name-variables 
used for pure synchronisation are only introduced in the translation of variables of 
order 1 (rule {ZD def Z.0); hence they always prefix the 0 process. 0 
Since our compilation is a special case of that in [19] from Higher-Order n-calculus 
to rt-calculus, the correctness of the latter implies the correctness of the former. Below, 
some proofs are only sketched. 
Lemma 8.7 (operational correspondence for 4 D on first-order visible actions). For all 
PEHO~” : 
(i) Zf P -% P’ (resp. P z P’), then UP) A UP’) (resp. {PD -% UP’)). 
(ii) the converse, i.e., if QPD A P” (resp. {PI --% P”), then there is P’ s. t. 
P 5 P’ (resp. P 3 P’) and P”={P’D. 
Lemma 8.8 (operational correspondence for 4 1 on higher-order inputs). For all P E 
HOrc” : 
(i) Zf P .(y! P’, then {PI 3 QP’D; 
(ii) the converse, i.e., if UP) 2 P”, then there is P’ s. t. P .cr! P’ and P” = BP’ 1. 
Proof. Straightforward transition induction. 0 
In the two lemmas below, Trig, is the process defined in Table 7; we omit, however, 
the order annotations. 
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Lemma 8.9 (operational correspondence for { D on higher-order outputs). For all PE 
HOrc” : __ 
(i) Zf P “3 P’, then {PB x(y! N vz({P’B (Trig,); 
(ii) the converse, i.e., if 1 PI 2 P”, then there are Z, A and P’ s. t. P “2) P’ 
and P” N vE( { P’ D 1 Trig,). 
Proof. By transition induction. Details can be found in [19, Lemma 5.2.21. 0 
Lemma 8.10. Let PEHO~? and r$fn(P). Then for all HOrcO agents A of the same 
type as Y, it holds that vy({PD 1 Trig,) M vy{P{A/~}b. 
Proof. The proof relies on a few non-trivial distributivity properties of replications. 
Details can be found in [19, see Lemmas 52.2, Theorems 4.4.7 and 5.2.1(3)]. 0 
We can now present the main result for 4 D, namely the full abstraction w.r.t. re- 
ductions. 
Theorem 8.11 (full abstraction for Q 1 on reductions). For all P E HOrc” : 
(i) Zf P -k, P’, then {PD -J+ M UP’); 
(ii) the converse, i.e., if { PD A PII, then there is P’ s. t. P A P’ and PI’ M {P’Q. 
Proof. Another transition induction. In the basic case (rule corn) one needs Lemmas 
8.7-8.10. 0 
8.2. From rcI”- to HOrc” 
The translation Q D from HOn” to nI”-, in Section 8.1, used name-pointers to model 
the communication of agents. The translation [r 1 from rtI”- to HOn”, in this section, 
uses simple agent-continuations to model the communication of private names, in the 
following way. Suppose that a process of rcI”- sends a name y, and that the recipient 
uses y to send another name z and then becomes the process P. In the translation, 
the communication of y is replaced by the communication of a continuation which 
has two parameters. The recipient instantiates the first parameter with the continuation 
for z and the second parameter with (the translation of) P. Continuations for names 
whose type has order 1, i.e., names used for pure synchronisation, have one parameter 
only (since by condition 3 in the definition of x1”-, such names can only prefix the 0 
process - that is, the process called P above in this case is always 0). 
Example 8.12 (from rc12- to H0rc2). If P dAf ~(y)._y.O 1x( y).y.O, then we have 
P -1, vy(y.0 17.0) dAf P, 
5 vy(0 IO) d&f P2. 
and we have 
UPII 5 V(Y.0 I Co%) 
= vy(y.0 IY.w=[rm 
-2 vy(0 11 O)= IIPZII. 
Note that [P] E HOrc*, for in [P] only processes are exchanged. 
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If Cont, d&f 7.0, then the translation of P is 
[1P] tZf vyF(Cont,).y.O 1 x(Y).Y 
Example 8.13 (jkvn 7~1~~ to HOrc3). If P dAf X(y).y(z).~.O / x(y).J(z).z.O, then we 
have 
P 4 vy(y(z).8.0 1 y(z).z.o)def PI 
-I-, (vy,z)(Z.O 1 z.o)def P2 
5 (vy,z)(O IO) def P3. 
If Cont, def (W,U) y(W).U and Cont, dzf ~0, then the translation of P is 
[PII kf vyX(Cont,).y(Z).Z I x(Y).vzY(Cont,,z.O). 
We have 
[PI -L q+(Z).Z I vzConty(Cont,,z.O)) 
DP Vy(y(z).z 1 VZ y(cOr&).Z.o) = [PI] 
L (vy,z)(Cont, I z.0) 
= (~~,~)(z.o I z.o) = p2n 
A (v~,Z)(o iv= r3n. 
There is a one-to-one match between actions of P and of [PI: Therefore, the correspon- 
dence is even stronger than that for compilation Q D, for { D may cause an expansion 
of the number of reductions. 
In the definition of the encoding [I, the difference between names and name- 
variables is important: rcI”- names are mapped onto HOrc” names, whereas XI”- name- 
variables are mapped onto HOrc” variables. The encoding is presented in Table 8. As 
for the compilation { D, so in the definition of [ 1 names and agents of source and 
target processes are annotated with the order of their type, according to some typing 
proof of the source process. To ease readability, [I) is only defined on the subclass of 
rcI”- processes whose names have at most arity one; the generalisation to the calculus 
with arbitrary arities is straightforward. The encoding is parametrised over a finite set 
of names, ranged over by V. Occurrences of names in this set have to be treated as 
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Table 8 
The encoding I[ ]I from nI”- to HOa”, n<w 
Let Contim) be the agent 
Conp dzf 
( 
#I).0 ifm=l 
fW+‘) Z(‘))~“)(Wfm-I)),Z(1) ifm>I 
Then I[]v is defined structurally as follows: 
[$n’(y’“-‘)),Q]v d&f 
vy(“-l)~)(Cont~-‘)).[[Qnv_y ifx$! V 
vy(“-‘)X(“)(Cont:“-“, [Q]v_y) if x E V 
[[xqy+‘)).Q]v d~fxxf”)(Y(“-l)).[[Qny”y I[X"'.Q]V dLf x"'.uQ& 
def 
UQI I QzlIv = UQlllv I UQzDv UciEI Q& Ef xi,, UQJlv 
I[vx’“‘Q]v d:f vx’“‘[[Q]v U!Qllv d"='!UQliv ur.ellv ftf z.UQllv 
aNote that by condition (iii) of definition of rrI”-, if x E V (i.e., x is a name-variable) then Q = 0. 
name-variables in the translation. The set can be increased in the rule for input prefix, 
and decreased in the rule for output prefix; the set is left unchanged in the other rules. 
We abbreviate V U {y} as V U y, V - {y} as V - y, [PI){,} as [P&,, and [P&J as 
[TP]. Note that the Horn” agents returned by 1[] are in normal form. 
We extend [ IV to typing as follows: If r is a 7~1~ typing, then [f Jr is the HOF 
typing obtained from r by adding the variable assignments X : S, for all name assign- 
ments x : S in r s.t. x E V. 
Proposition 8.14. (i) If P is in 7#‘- and is well-typed for r, then IIPnv is in H07cW 
and is well-typed for I[rJv. 
(ii) IfP~z1”-, then [Pnv E HOn”. 
Proof. Similar argument to that for Proposition 8.6. 0 
To state in a precise way the results of operational correspondence on visible actions 
for the encoding [I, we extend it to actions as follows. Below, Cont, is the agent 
defined in Table 8; we omit here the order annotations. 
if c1 = x or c( =X or a = 7, 
[qj = Z(r) if a = n(y), 
vy%(Cont,) if tl = Z(y). 
Lemma 8.15 (operational correspondence for [ ] on visible actions). For all P E XI”-: 
(i) If P L P’, for CL # 7, then [PI] 3 [P’nv, where V = {y} if CI is an input 
action with bound name y, and V = 8 otherwise; 
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(ii) the converse, i.e., if [P]l L P” and p # z, then there are u and P’ s. t. 
P 4 P’ and ,a = [CC], P” = [P’] y, where V = {y} if c1 is an input action with 
bound name y, and V = 0 otherwise. 
Proof. By transition induction. 0 
Lemma 8.16. If y $E’ V, then [P]~~,,{Conf~/r} DB [Pnv, for any P E rtI”- 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the structure of P. The most interesting case is 
when the outermost operator of P is an output prefix at y, say P = j?(z).P’ (the case 
P = j7.P’ is simpler). We have Cont, dAf ( W, Z ) y(W).Z and, supposing y # z: 
uavuypw~ =(VZY(Cont,, uP’n(vuy,-Z)){Cont~/~} 
Db VZ~(C~~t~).(uP’n(vuy)-z{conty/y)) 
= v~y(cont,).(~P’~~~_~,uy~co~ty/Y~). 
On the other hand, we have [Pnv = vzJ(Cont,).[P’]v_z. From the inductive assump- 
tion, um(y-z)UY~ cont /~} DB [P’]v_z; this concludes the case. 0 
Theorem 8.17 (full abstraction for [ ] on reductions). For all P E XI”- : 
(i) If P A P’, then UPI -2 DB pq; 
(ii) The converse, i.e., if UP] A PI’, then there is P’ s. t. P A P’ and PI’ DB UP’]. 
Proof. The proofs of the two assertions are similar, and proceed by transition induction. 
The most interesting case is given by rule corn, when the interacting names have a 
type of order greater than 1. We examine this case, for assertion (i). Thus suppose 
P = P, I Pz, and 
X(Y) PI - P; X(Y) P2 - Pi 
Pl lP2 -I-, VY(P{ IP$ 
We have [PI 1 P2J = [PI] 1 [P2] and, from Lemma 8.15, 
mn vYi*) upin, up2n xcy! upin,. 
From these, and the rule corn of HO+‘), we deduce 
umw2n -5 mm I up;nYPvy)) 
By Lemma 8.16, UP:],{ Cont~/Y} DB UP;]. Summarising, we have: 
upI l 2n = upln I up2n 2+ WY(um 1 m>= UP’II 
which concludes the case. 0 
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9. Conclusions and future work 
The work in this paper leads to a classification of name-passing process calculi 
according to the “degree” of mobility permitted: n-calculus permits both internal and 
external mobility; rc1 permits internal mobility; nIW permits internal but not recursive 
mobility; rcI”, n < w, permits internal mobility of order iz at most; rcI’, which is the 
core of CCS, does not permit mobility at all. 
This scale can be used for comparative assessments of calculi as well as of processes. 
For instance, the modelling of the Zocality relation in [21] only utilises internal mobility 
of order 3, whereas the modelling of the causality relation in [6] requires at least 
internal mobility of order 4; this reflects the fact that causality is a more sophisticated 
relation than locality. Other examples of use of the scale come from Section 5 of this 
paper, where we argued that the encoding of the untyped /2-calculus requires at least 
recursive internal mobility, and from Section 8, where we studied the expressiveness 
of agent-passing calculi. 
We have also presented a hierarchy of agent-passing process calculi: In HOn” agents 
of arbitrary order can be communicated; in HOrcn”, n<o, agents of order n at most can 
be communicated. Roughly, HOrc’ coincides with ~1’ and CCS, and H0rc2 - where 
only processes can be communicated - with Thomsen’s Plain CHOCS. We have proved 
that there is a strong connection, in terms of expressiveness, between this hierarchy of 
agent-passing calculi and the hierarchy of name-passing calculi rcI’, rc12,. . . , rtIw, i.e., 
the calculi using internal and non-recursive mobility. Note in particular the correspon- 
dence between H0rc2 and rt12-: Process passing only gives little expressiveness more 
than CCS. 
These are results of relative expressiveness. Further work is needed, both to complete 
the comparison among the above-mentioned calculi, and to understand their absolute 
expressiveness. We are particularly interested in the expressiveness of 711, which we 
expect to be rather close to that of the rc-calculus. We have showed that, besides agent- 
passing calculi, also data values and the i-calculus can be modelled in rc1. The trans- 
lation of the I-calculus is obtained by refining Milner’s encoding into the rt-calculus, 
which makes non-trivial use of the free-output construct - disallowed in rc1. Therefore, 
we hope that the encoding might also give insights into the comparison between rc1 
and rc-calculus. 
When discussing the calculi 7cI”, we have proved non-expressiveness results among 
them by explicitly taking into account the patterns of creation of mobility. A chal- 
lenging problem for future research will be to establish similar results using a more 
extensional criterion i.e., without looking at link creations. 
For the translation of the A-calculus, we adopted Abramsky’s lazy reduction strategy. 
Our encoding of it uses special rc1 processes called links. We believe that understanding 
the algebraic properties of links can be helpful to justify transformations of processes 
aimed at augmenting their parallelism. For instance, by manipulating links we have 
modified the encoding of the lazy strategy into an encoding of a strong-lazy strategy 
which is more permissive (i.e., more parallel) because it also allows reductions inside 
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abstractions (the Xi rule). At present we are studying the properties of this encoding. 
We are not aware of other encodings, into a process algebra, of i-calculus strategies 
encompassing the Xi rule. 
We have showed that name-passing process calculi based on internal mobility have 
a simple algebraic theory, in which the main difference from the theory of CCS is 
the use of alpha conversion. These calculi also possess a pleasant symmetry in their 
communication constructs. These features might become useful in the development of 
denotational models. 
It would be interesting to see how to recast the calculi and the hierarchies of them 
presented in this paper in the framework of action calculi [ 151. These have been 
proposed by Milner as a unifying framework for representing a variety of models 
of interaction, including Petri nets and the n-calculus. Milner [16] is investigating 
classifications of action calculi according to their dynamics. This line of research is 
still in its early stages and it is premature to draw precise comparisons, but we should at 
least observe that one of the central classifying objects in [16] bears some resemblance 
to 711. 
Another topic for future research is how to increase the expressiveness of agent- 
passing process calculi. The most powerful agent-passing process calculus considered 
in this paper is HOr?“; we have seen that its expressiveness is not greater than that of 
7~1”. To increase the expressiveness of HOxW - so as to get closer to that of n1 - one 
might add recursive types to HO#‘. This extension, however, could destroy properties 
of HOrcW, like normalisation, which are important when reasoning about behavioural 
equivalence between HOrcW processes. 
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